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Iran frees 10 U.S. Navy sailors detained for drifting into its waters
13/01/2016 21:00 by admin

Tehran: Iran has said it has released all 10 U.S. Navy sailors that it had detained after they drifted into its territorial
waters a day earlier. The development was confirmed by the U.S. as well. 

 
 The U.S. Navy said the American crewmembers returned safely and there were no indications they had been harmed
while in custody.
 
 The nine men and one woman were being held at an Iranian base on Farsi Island in the Persian Gulf after being
detained nearby on Tuesday. The tiny outpost has been used as a base for Revolutionary Guard speedboats as far
back as the 1980s.
 
 The sailors departed the island at 8:43 a.m. GMT aboard the boats they were detained with, the Navy said. They were
picked up by Navy aircraft and other sailors took control of their boats for the return to Bahrain, where the U.S. 5th Fleet
is based.
 
 "The Navy will investigate the circumstances that led to the sailors' presence in Iran," the U.S. statement said.
 
 The Revolutionary Guard's official website published images of the detained U.S. sailors before their release showing
them sitting on the floor of a room. One was a woman with her hair covered by a brown cloth. The pictures also showed
what appeared to be their two boats.
 
 "After determining that their entry into Iran's territorial waters was not intentional and their apology, the detained
American sailors were released in international waters of the Persian Gulf," a statement posted online by the Guard said
Wednesday.
 
 Gen. Ali Fadavi, the Navy chief of Iran's powerful Revolutionary Guard, was quoted earlier Wednesday by Iranian state
TV as saying that an investigation had shown that the Americans entered Iranian territorial waters because of
"mechanical problems in their navigation system."
 
 U.S. officials also blamed mechanical trouble for the incident.
 
 U.S. officials had said on Tuesday that Tehran assured them the crew and vessels would be returned safely and
promptly.
 
 Fadavi said the American boats had shown "unprofessional acts" for 40 minutes before being picked up by Iranian
forces after entering the country's territorial waters. He said Tehran did not consider the U.S. Navy boats violating
Iranian territorial waters as "innocent passage."
 
 The sailors were nonetheless allowed to make contact with the U.S. military based on Iran's "responsibilities and Islamic
mercy" late Tuesday, he said.
 
 Fadavi said Iranian Foreign Minister Mohammed Javad Zarif "had a firm stance" during a telephone conversation with
U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry on their presence in Iran's territorial waters and "said they should not have come and
should apologize."
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 The Revolutionary Guard's 200,000-strong force is different from the regular Iranian military and is charged with
protecting the ruling system. The Guard's naval forces are heavily dependent on fast-moving armed speedboats that can
be used in teams to swarm much larger vessels.
 
 Pentagon spokesman Peter Cook told The Associated Press late Tuesday U.S. time that the Riverine boats were
moving between Kuwait and Bahrain when the U.S. lost contact with them.
 
 The Riverine boats were not part of the carrier strike group, and were on a training mission as they traveled between
Kuwait and Bahrain, officials said. The craft are not considered high-tech and don't contain any sensitive equipment, so
there were no concerns about the Iranians gaining access to them, they added.
 
 
 - (With AP inputs) 
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